FUSIONHUB – DELIVERING CHANGE TOGETHER, WHEREVER YOU ARE
WELCOME TO FUSIONHUB - OUR ONLINE SERVICE SUITE
Delivering change together, wherever you are – FUSIONhub keeps you in touch and updated so
you can shape, create and utilise our services

CREATED WITH YOU IN MIND

CONVENIENT
minimise staff
disruption and travel

COST EFFECTIVE
reduce expenses on
venue hire, travel and
sustenance

EFFICIENT
recorded sessions
mean that no one
needs to miss out

RESPONSIVE
reduced lead-in times
mean that sessions
can be arranged and
hosted rapidly
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FLEXIBLE
anytime, anywhere;
we can be there

STRAIGHTFORWARD
all you need is a
computer and an
internet connection –
we do the rest

Our FUSION methodology helps you shape, create and utilise our services in your business. Working with and
alongside you is crucial to the success of your projects, so we’re extending our service delivery to more closely
and flexibly align our businesses.
Via our virtual consultancy, we can deliver project updates and vital aspects such as ongoing training and
management meetings through FUSIONhub.
FUSIONhub enables you to always be in touch and keep up to date wherever you are. All our processes, tools
and deliverables are available to you wherever and whenever you need them.

We are excited about the benefits FUSIONhub will deliver:
FLEXIBILITY: Our programmes mean that we can
deliver you the expert guidance that you need
to get the most from your solution when you
need it most. If you need training, demos,
workshops, project discovery sessions or
management meetings, we can arrange this
wherever and whenever you need it.
COLLABORATION: Getting disparate parts of a
team together in one place, at one time, can be a
challenge. FUSIONhub maintains our
exceptional service delivery from the
convenience of a central hub, meaning that you
don’t have to go out of your way to see us.
EFFICIENCY: Transporting everyone to one
location, venue hire, subsistence and associated
expenses can add up: FUSIONhub utilises your
existing infrastructure.

INCLUSION: Other business can often get in the
way, resulting in people missing sessions out of
necessity. With FUSIONhub everything is
recorded so everyone can stay up to date.

AGILITY: Meeting in a virtual environment
reduces the administrative burden of booking
meetings and venues weeks in advance, meaning
that we can be more agile and responsive to
your needs.
SIMPLICITY: Taking the stress out of sessions can
result in them being more productive. All you
need to join us is a computer and the internet.
There’s no need to leave early, arrive early or
even finish early – just login and we can begin!
ENGAGEMENT: With increased flexibility and
agility, we can see improved engagement across
your project, with our teams able to interact
more fluidly via widely-used tools.
TECH: Using established technology solutions
such as Skype, Teams, GoToMeeting, Jira, Zoom,
Qmetry, Salesforce and Office365, you can
engage with us however best suits you.

